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WHAT ARE THEY?



WHAT ARE CHATBOTS?
Not magic 

A dialog system that can interpret 
questions around topics 

Limited to the knowledge you write for it 

Have specific areas of expertise, and 
directs users to them
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Text Voice First



MODERN CHATBOTS USE NLP & NLU
Natural Language Processing 
Natural Language Understanding 

"It extracts the user's intent out of a 
sentence and turns it into a command a 
machine can understand,” 

Daniel Ilkovich, Dexter
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https://rundexter.com


NLU INTERPRETS HUMAN LANGUAGE
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NLU INTERPRETS HUMAN LANGUAGE
“I need a flight and hotel in Miami from 
October 4 to 10” 

need:flight {intent} / need:hotel {intent} / 
Miami {city} / Oct 4 {date} / Oct 10 
{date} / sentiment: 0.5723 (neutral) 

medium.com/@lolatravel/nlp-vs-nlu-whats-the-difference-d91c06780992
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WHAT CAN CHATBOTS BE USED FOR?
Order things 

Customer service/help desk 

Product suggestions 

HR help or other company info 

Arrange appointments/reservations 
www.impactbnd.com/blog/marketing-chatbot-examples
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Automate repetitive and common tasks 

Improve customer experience - faster, 
more seamless 

Increase conversion 

Gain insight into customer questions, 
interests, behavior
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WHERE CAN THEY BE DEPLOYED?

CREDIT: DEXTER
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HOW DO YOU 
MAKE A CHATBOT?



DEFINE GOALS
What is the purpose (narrow scope)? 

What specific tasks will it perform? 

What are the business & user benefits? 

Who is the audience? 

Do you have content that meets their 
needs?
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RESEARCH AND TEST AUDIENCE
Interview to identify needs/pain points 

Develop key personas and journeys 

What kinds of questions will be asked, 
and how will they be asked? 

Build prototype and test with audience
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https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/personas-why-and-how-you-should-use-them
https://uxmastery.com/how-to-create-a-customer-journey-map/


CHECK YOUR ASSUMPTIONS
Do you have the content that meets 
user needs? 

What is the cost to create or adapt 
content for the chatbot?  

Is there a database? 

Is a chatbot the right way to serve these 
needs?
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DEFINE A CHATBOT PERSONALITY
User will imagine a personality anyway! 

Starting point: friendly, helpful, trusted 

Make it clear that it’s a bot 

Backstory, attitude, tone, role, POV, text 
vs spoken 

Maybe change moods with context 
(heavy traffic, detailed questions, anger)
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WRITE A WELCOME MESSAGE
Provide a name, acknowledge it’s a 
bot, ask a question, and briefly suggest 
the kinds of questions it can answer 

I.e. be honest, give a sense of 
personality, and narrow the scope for 
the user 
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BUILD A QUICK PROTOTYPE & TEST
Develop a top 10 list of questions 

Start asking and answering questions 
with actual chatbot system 

Try to direct users to domains covered  

Explore a few complex dialogs  

Beta test with users to check ideas
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WRITING SUGGESTIONS
Don’t use yes or no - provide a full answer 

Incorporate part of question in response 

Provide succinct and accurate answers 

If user needs more, allow for followup, or 
send them to a detailed webpage 

Provide variations for common responses 
to keep it interesting and human like
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OTHER RESPONSES
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RELEASE AN MVP AND REFINE
“Strive to launch quickly, after one to three 
months of initial development, because once 
you release conversational software, people 
are going to say completely unexpected 
things, and most of the work happens after 
launch. You have to continually optimize the 
system and have a clear plan for optimization 
using dedicated human resources.” 

Lauren Kunze, CEO of Pandorabots
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REFERENCES
Chatbot overview blogpost  

IBM Watson Assistant class 

Watson Assistant Signup 

Google Design - Using Personality 

Video lecture on chatbot design 

Google UX of AI case study
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https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-to-build-a-chatbot
https://cognitiveclass.ai/courses/how-to-build-a-chatbot/
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https://design.google/library/ux-ai/
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